Cup Warmer

The coffee experience
For the ultimate coffee result, it’s essential to prewarm
your cups. When no heat is allowed to escape, the aroma
can fully develop and you can enjoy your favourite speciality coffee at exactly the right temperature. To avoid wasting valuable energy, it is possible to program automatic
switch-on/-off times for the two heating elements in a
convenient manner, with integrated temperature monitoring. The cup warmer is designed to match the IMPRESSAXJ-Line. But it’s not only the visual design of the cup
warmer that enhances JURA’s range of coffee
equipment – it also features a modern drawer feeding
system so that it closes noiselessly.

Technical data
Matches the IMPRESSA-XJ-Line
Constant heat output of approx. 55 °C / 130 °F
Prewarmed cups for enjoying the perfect cup of coffee
Programmable automatic switch-on and switch-off time
automatic switch-off time
Ideal capacity for the office use
Modern drawer feeding system
Unmistakable design features
Dimensions (W x H x D)
12,2 × 30,6 × 34,9 cm
Voltage
100–240 V, 50–60 Hz
Testing
Power
60 W
Weight
approx. 3,8 kg
Cable length
approx. 1,1 m
Article number
71268
Article number Professional Accessory Drawer
69868
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Best served hot
For maximum enjoyment, the perfect coffee should be served hot. The coffee aroma develops best when no heat is allowed to escape. The heat is kept in by the two heating elements with integrated temperature monitoring at around
55 °C / 130 °F. The closable drawers keep the precious energy trapped inside, so both the environment and your wallet
will thank you!

Time management
The enjoyment of speciality coffees has become a regular
part of every day life. This cup warmer is fully in line with
this trend, and with its programmable automatic switchon/-off times you can enjoy the ultimate cup of coffee every time. The machine automatically switches on and off at
the programmed times, so the cups are always at the optimum temperature when you need them for the perfect
coffee experience.

Silent operation
The cup warmer is fitted with a modern cushioning system
so that the two drawers close silently. Each level has space
for 6 cappuccino cups (diameter 90 mm), 4 coffee cups
(diameter 66 mm), or 5 espresso cups (diameter 57 mm).
It’s the ideal size for domestic use, so you can spoil
your family and friends with delicious speciality coffees.

The ideal addition
The contemporary clean lines of the cup warmer perfectly
complement all IMPRESSA-XJ coffee machines from JURA.
The translucent side walls of high-quality frosted plastic
give it a light, elegant look. Thanks to the new Professional
accessory drawer, the cup warmer perfectly matches the
height of the IMPRESSA-XJ-Line. It also gives you another
compartment for storing your coffee and espresso spoons.

